Social Suspension Policy

A social suspension is one in which a student is not allowed to attend school functions outside of the regular school day. These functions include, but are not limited to, being a member of an athletic or extracurricular team or club, and attending school dances, sporting events, and other school-sponsored events. Permission to attend these functions for a student who is on a social suspension may only be granted by a dean or administrator. Actions that may result in a social suspension along with other consequences include:

a) an accumulation of eleven referrals;

b) failure to serve two Saturday Detentions;

c) inappropriate behavior at an after-school event;

d) being in the building after-school hours without permission;

e) an act of gross misconduct;

f) excessive unexcused absences; and

g) insubordination to a staff member particularly after-school hours.

Students are placed on social probation for at least 3 months but can appeal to their dean after 1 month of demonstrating improved behavior.
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